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Abstract— Due to COVID-19, crowdsourcing has gained 

momentum as an alternative methodology for continuing 

research and for Quality of Experience (QoE) assessment. 

Employing this approach, we remotely evaluated the user 

perceived QoE of two different visual rendering formats 

as part of an Autonomous Vehicles (AVs) simulation. The 

aim was to investigate the participant’s QoE when testing 

AV technology in distinct visual rendering qualities (low-

poly vs high-poly) of an online streamed 360º car riding 

experience. In addition, a scoring model based on the 

expected reliability of each level of the remote assessment 

was designed. Findings suggest that the consumer’s 

preferences towards the adoption of AV technology is 

highly determined by the system and human effects on 

Influence Factors (IFs). Moreover, the adequacy of 

reliability into a mathematical model is highlighted as a 

potential turning point for QoE assessment, by carrying 

out the evaluation tasks from the laboratory environment 

into the internet, particularly relevant in pandemic times. 

 
Keywords—Quality of Experience, Crowdsourcing, 

Autonomous Vehicles, Virtual Reality, COVID-19, Visual quality, 

Photogrammetry 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Information and Communications Technology (ICT) has 

been chosen as common ground on different fields because 

of the pandemic. As pointed out by [1], online-based products 

and computer services have found new users during this 

period. For instance, the usage of Virtual Reality (VR) as a 

replacement of real-life experiences in tourism was 

researched by [2], [3] and [4], besides the familiar gaming 

and training purposes in this area [5] [6] [7]. In addition, the 

digital infrastructure was studied to minimize the overall 

impact on education during the transition from traditional 

face-to-face classes to online setups in this time [8] [9]. 

Research community was also affected by the pandemic 

as concerns have been raised regarding ethical issues while 

conducting research with humans. The closure of academic 

institutions as a result of the lockdown measures have directly 

affected ongoing research at the same time that laboratory 

protocols have been reviewed to ensure safe participant 

assessments [10] [11] [12]. For that reason, remote research 

has been adopted as a substitute to the laboratory 

environment. To achieve that, many studies have welcomed 

online  assessment  formats  as  mainstream  methodology to 

remotely collect  participant’s  data, as seen in [13] [14] [15]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In this context, the obtainment of data from a multitude 

can be sourced via the Internet. That is previewed by 

crowdsourcing, which is defined by [16] as “the act of taking 

a job traditionally performed by a designated agent (usually 

an employee) and outsourcing it to an undefined, large group 

of people, generally in the form of an open call”. It has been 

successfully applied to different areas, especially in on-

demand workforce focused on performing tasks virtually 

(e.g., Amazon Mechanical Turk [17]). In addition, 

crowdsourcing has also been used to collect data regarding 

people’s opinion about technologies, including those used in 

AVs (also known as self-driving cars), the background of this 

research. A survey conducted by [18] with respondents from 

112 countries investigated people’s opinion about automated 

driving. In [19], people’s preferences on auditory, visual and 

vibrotactile Take-Over Requests (TORs) when experiencing 

automated driving were investigated using the same 

remotely-addressed assessment configuration. 

QoE evaluation has also been employed in the 

crowdsourcing format [20] [21]. The human experience is a 

stream of perceptions constantly weighted by the judgment of 

the quality characteristics of each of the independent entities 

involved [22]. With the new challenges imposed by the 

pandemic (e.g., limiting the access of subjects and 

conventional evaluation metrics to conduct on site research 

tests) an opportunity for an in-depth understanding of the 

crowdsourcing aspects on remotely-delivered QoE 

experiments in AV field has arisen. To be more specific, the 

multimedia existent in AV simulations can be remotely 

assessed from a QoE perspective and crowdsourced.  

This paper addresses this type of assessment on a VR 

based simulation focused on investigating the impact of 

visual quality on overall participant’s perception of AV 

technology. After a related work discussion, the methodology 

presents the 360º video formats that were adopted, allowing 

participants to interact with the experience using their own 

computer displays at home – no Head Mounted Display 

(HMD) required. To validate the crowdsourced data, 

reliability checks were designed to keep research integrity. 

Results indicate statistical relevant findings on the score 

system designed for that purpose, besides substantiating the 

effects of Influence Factors (IFs) (e.g., human, system and 

context [23]) on AV perception  according  to  the  visual  

quality  format adopted. 

II. RELATED WORK 

This research is based on two pillars: (A) the 

crowdsourcing format employed to QoE assessment and (B) 

“A Crowdsourcing-based QoE Evaluation of an 

Immersive VR Autonomous Driving Experience” 
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the use of VR to address distinct visual qualities applied to 

AV simulations. 

A. Crowdsourcing in QoE 

 The use of online methods to solicit responses from users 

has gained significant attention from the research community 

in recent years: it allows researchers to possibly access large 

numbers of users (over 3.4 billion people connected to the 

internet [24]); allows to capture larger and more representative 

models of user perception [16]; and enables new possibilities 

for evaluation tasks far beyond what is possible in a laboratory 

environment. By all means, real-life conditions and a diverse 

population were made possible to take part in research 

campaigns with the access of a global pool of subjects [25]. A 

foundation about crowdsourcing was defined by [26] with 

recommendations proposed by [27]. Based on a literature 

review towards integrating the terms used by different authors, 

the elements of a crowdsourcing research (Fig. 1) are: 

1) Process: it is the outsourcing operation in the direction of 
solving a specific problem. It is inferred from [16] as the 
outcome of an activity directed to a multitude. 

2) Crowd: composed by a group of people, which number 
and quality will depend on the evaluation task [28]. The 
crowd will undertake the test towards solving the problem 
defined by the crowdsourcing business. It can be 
voluntary contribution or paid. 

3) Initiator: the person, company or organization that 
requests the crowdsourcing process. Also called 
“crowdsourcer”. 

There are various approaches to solicit engagement in 

crowdsourcing such as: financial and entertainment 

compensation, besides social recognition [26]. The 

investigations conducted among researchers are usually 

returned in a payback format (e.g., people that are entitled to 

participate as crowd in one project might also be conducting 

a crowdsourcing study as an initiator in another one). From 

the entertainment perspective, the characteristics inherent to 

the process might influence the human factor curiosity, as 

studied by [29] within the gaming background. 

In that context, “perceived quality” is a central aspect 

when evaluating an application using a QoE approach [22]. 

The quality-relevant standards, according to the type of the 

application, depends on the perceptual and cognitive 

processes that underlies the quality formation on the person 

that experiences an application [30]. From this perspective, 

tasks delivered remotely needs to be evaluated considering 

the properties and characteristics inherent to the application, 

besides the context that the person is included. IFs can be 

directly addressed to the process and the crowd in the 

crowdsourcing research. 

Crowdsourcing has brought to QoE research the 

possibility of evaluating tasks outside laboratories (i.e., “in 

the wild”). The impact of the everyday life experience is 

transferred to the application, making check mechanisms 

necessary to guarantee the trustworthiness of the 

crowdsourcing research. The design of the experiment  

should never incentivise participants to cheat. That               

includes the split of the application into smaller                      

tests, avoiding too difficult questions. Moreover,             

application layer monitoring should be included in the test     

to detect contradictions and possible outliers. The framework 

that contains the set of procedures that includes these        

safety checks are defined by [25] as Reliability Mechanisms. 

 

B. Virtual Reality and Autonomous Vehicles simulations 

 

Virtual Reality (VR) is often used in scientific contexts to 

provide simulations and get replicable results. The user of this 

type of application has a sense of presence with possibilities 

to explore the space and interact with elements of the 

environment [7]. The use of VR to create simulated 

environments stands as an alternative to real-world data 

collection [31]. It has been used to both artificial intelligence 

training models and user assessment, as it is capable to 

replicate real world conditions and collect measures repeated 

times [32]. 

Immersion is a key component of VR environments. It is 

stated by [33] that users feel and behave in a different manner 

in immersive applications. A successful example is the VR 

phobia therapy. It works by exposing the participant to an 

uneasy situation (e.g., a patient in a VR conference to treat the 

fear of speaking in public, or in a VR mountain to treat the fear 

of height). Immersive VR applications have also been used in 

military training [34], entertainment and medical fields [35]. 

One of the successful components of immersion is realism. 

High-fidelity stimuli is directly related to a realistic 

experience in the simulated environment [33]. In 

transportation research, however, the realism component is 

not often included and has not been evaluated from an 

immersion perspective or delivered in a standardized setup, as 

can be observed in [36] [37] [38] [39]. 

Simulations in VR have been applied in the development 

of AVs [42] and used for AV virtual testing [43] [44] [45]. A 

common problem related to VR is the range of symptoms that 

might be perceived during and after experiencing the 

application, like disorientation, headaches, eye strain, nausea, 

sweating and others. The difference between the movement 

speed perceived in the virtual environment (e.g., vehicle 

steering and acceleration) and the actual body steadiness    

(e.g., users in front of computer undertaking the VR 

experience) might result in cybersickness. By gradually 

introducing participants to virtual environments, adaptation 

programs can be used as an approach to reduce this effect [40].  

Although previous studies focused on the impact of 

graphics quality comparing how different types of content 

presentation influence user perceptual quality and immersion 

[46] [47], the differences in the user’s explicit responses while 

experiencing AV technology in VR simulations were not 

assessed from a QoE perspective. In addition, crowdsourcing 

applied to evaluate AV simulations is still an unexplored field. 

From the system perspective, it has been applied in 

transportation network systems to gather data from  multiple 

users and build datasets used in autonomous systems [48]. 

However, crowdsourcing has mostly been used to outsource 

data to promote and understand other entities but not so 

frequently from a user-centered perspective to assemble the 

shape of human behaviour when  evaluating  novel  

technologies  applied to simulations. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

The initial phase of this project has focused on designing 

a VR autonomous driving experience based on a real         

street of Athlone, Ireland. In order to establish a link between 
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Fig. 1- Pyramids representing the elements of Crowdsourcing. 

the quality formation  process  that  involves the participant’s 

consciousness when experiencing AV technology with VR 

simulations, a between-subject design comparison of distinct 

video renderings was made. By using a conventional (low-

poly, game-based) [49] and a realistic (high-poly, 

photogrammetry-based) [50] concepts to create 3D visual 

content, the impact of realism was addressed in the AV ride 

(Fig. 2). The focus was to investigate the influence of visual 

quality on user QoE perception of AV-based technology in a 

VR simulation. 

The research methodology adopted was experimental and 

designed to happen virtually, by virtue of current restrictions 

to assess subjects in the laboratory environment due to 

COVID-19. The recruitment phase consisted of a crowd 

formed by a diverse population (N=135; 62 male and 73 

female, ranging from age 16 to 60, from 24 countries) 

recruited from crowdsourcing groups on social networks and 

through an online survey platform [51]. In the information 

phase, participants were informed how the tests would be 

conducted, the duration time (approximately 15 minutes, 

including questionnaire responses) and how they would 

interact with the VR content. They could only proceed if they 

agreed to take part in the study. In the screening phase, they 

were requested to undertake an online screening tool from 

Zeiss [52] in order to check their visual acuity, video contrast 

and colour blindness.  

With the objective to reduce cybersickness symptoms by 

delivering an “adaptation process to VR” described by [40] a 

training framework was developed based on the simulation 

characteristics (e.g., street shapes, vehicle movement) and 

addressed in the training phase. This stage was also used to 

perform a system check and participant’s performance, 

described in Section B. Finally, participants were invited to 

undertake the simulation in the testing phase. Post-

experience questionnaires were addressed as subjective 

metrics that consisted of Likert-scale responses based on 

immersion [53], user experience [54], cybersickness [55], 

emotions [56] and memory-related statements. Additional 

resources were required in order to deliver the experiment in 

the crowdsourcing format and will be described in the next 

sections. 

A. Online resources 

 

Google Forms [57] was used as framework to perform the 

online surveys and crowdsourcing. The crowdsourcing 

process  consisted  of  content  used  for assessment that was  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

hosted in Google Forms. Participants were randomly 

assigned to each experience through a script developed in a 

web hosting service provided by GitHub [58], which supplied 

a link to shuffle the item order and the experiment type. 

YouTube [59] was used to deliver the 360º video renderings 

of the AV simulation. Besides not requiring user accounts to 

watch the hosted videos, the platform is well-known for 

internet users and was chosen to facilitate the delivery of the 

crowdsourced task: take part in the AV ride. Both training 

phase and testing phase consisted of 360º videos in the same 

format and quality for each of the groups and were hosted in 

the platform. However, the training phase was designed to 

guarantee that all participants would know how to navigate in 

the scenario and would receive content with the same 

performance in the test video. For that reason, basic 

navigation instructions were prompted in a mock scenario 

followed by the display of letters calibrated to be seen only 

within the range of resolution quality accepted for the 

experiment (Fig. 3). Participants were allowed to run the 

training video more than once to calibrate their devices to the 

optimal aspects and were requested to inform if they              

had  navigation  issues  caused by computer  or  network. 

B. Reliability Mechanisms 

 

Reliability Mechanisms are part of the crowdsourcing 

methodology to reliably collect data from remotely delivered 

applications. It refers to all the development focused on 

guaranteeing the replicability of the study and it is intended 

to filter out unreliable data used in QoE crowdsourcing 

evaluation [25]. These mechanisms were arranged in “safety 

checks” and considered on each step of the test design (Table 

1). To rate the data quality outsourced by the crowd after 

undertaking the experiment and considering the safety 

checks, the Reliability Score (1) is proposed: 

 𝑅𝑆 =∑
𝑣𝑐𝑐𝑡(𝑅𝐸𝑆+𝜌)

𝑐𝑝

𝑔𝑝

𝑛=1
 () 

where: 

• 𝑣𝑐= vision check, 𝑣𝑐={0,1}; 

• 𝑐𝑡= contradictions, 𝑐𝑡={0,1}; 

• 𝑅𝐸𝑆 = resolution, 𝑅𝐸𝑆={6, 4, 0}; 

• 𝜌 = training score, 𝜌={4, 2, 1, 0, -5}; 

• 𝑐𝑝 = computer performance, 𝑐𝑝={2, 1}; 

Fig. 2- Low-poly vs high-poly addressing the component 

“realism” of the VR simulation. 
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TABLE I. SAFETY CHECKS 

Condition 
Reliability Mechanisms 

Safety check description 

Competency 

Participants were asked in the consent form if they 

did not have any pre-existing condition that could 

interfere the completion of the tasks. 

Visual acuity 

Participants were asked in the screening phase to 

confirm if they have passed the visual acuity check 

and colour vision check. 

Navigation and 

screen resolution 

Participants had to respond the correct letters they 

have seen during the training section. Participants 

had to inform the chosen resolution and if they had 
performance issues. 

Contradiction 

Participants had to confirm they have understood the 

instructions before proceeding to the next page. 
Questions were asked more than once with inverted 

meanings. 

Context 

Participants were asked to proceed with the 

experiment only if they were in a quiet environment. 

They were asked to close any other application. 

System 
performance 

Participants were asked to evaluate their 

network/computer performance based on the 
experience during the training section and respond 

about any issues. 

 

The detection of an outlier null sets the vision check 

and/or contradiction variables, zeroing the Reliability Score 

(RS) as it means the participant’s vision acuity or 

contradictory inputs might interfere in overall perceived QoE 

of the simulation. For instance, it was asked if participants 

know the real place where the simulation took place and if 

they know the town centre, in two different questions. It 

would be impossible to personally know the place, but do not 

know the town (as the place is inside the town) and that null 

sets the contradiction variable, for example. 

The other metrics designed to be used in the RS could 

only reduce the overall mark of the participant. The 

application was designed to be delivered in only two 

computer resolution options: “WQHD” (as an option for low-

performance devices) and 2160s60 “4K” (as standard 

choice). The resolution variable “𝑅𝐸𝑆” was included to ensure 

that the inputs from the participants about computer 

performance matched with the expected output of the 

application. In addition, two other variables were addressed: 

“𝜌” as training score to detect if participants were quick 

enough to click-and-drag on the screen, follow the prompts 

and inform which letters they saw (representing elements of 

the environment they could get involved during the testing 

phase) and “𝑐𝑝” as computer performance score to divide the 

RS by two if participants deliberately informed that they had 

performance issues during the training section (representing 

choppy video playback due to internet or computer issues). 

The training score could range from positive to negative 

values if participants cheated about the letters they have seen 

(𝜌 = -5). 

The summation index of the RS represents the participant, 

while the upper limit represents the maximum number of 

subjects on each group. Participants with a low score               

(0 < RS ≤ 4) were arranged into “Group 3” (N= 20) while 

participants with a medium score (5 ≤ RS ≤ 7) were arranged 

into     “Group 2” (N=33) and participants with a high score                

(8 ≤ RS ≤ 10) were arranged into “Group 1”                       

(N=62). Participants with a fail score (RS ≤ 0)                        

were eliminated from the statistical analysis (N= 20).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

IV. RESULTS 

The data collected from explicit metrics addressing QoE 

were statistically analyzed across groups. A one-way 

ANOVA test was conducted to compare the 3 groups based 

on the RS results. The question (a)“From 0 to 10 how much 

would you like to try AV technology in real life?” addressed 

the technology acceptance factor on the perceived 

experience; (b) “How do you feel? (dominance)” addressed 

emotions based on the Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM) 

questionnaire [56] and (c) represents the number of times 

each participant watched the training video versus the score 

they have obtained (Fig. 4). To make sure that the 

homogeneity of variances is met, these groups were first 

compared to have equal population variances. The Levene 

Statistic results held for each of the conditions tested 

confirms that the variables do not violate the homogeneity of 

variances assumption: (a) F(2,113) = 0.244, p = 0.784; (b) 

F(2,113) = 0.532, p = 0.589; (c) F(2,108) = 1.836, p = 0.164.  

There was a statistically significant difference between 

groups on (a), determined by one-way ANOVA (F(2,113) = 

3.995, p = 0.021). At 0.95 confidence level, a post-hoc test  

(Bonferroni) was conducted and highlighted the difference 

between Group 1 (MD = 1.543, S.E. = 0.575, p = 0.025) and 

Group 2 (MD = 1.583, S.E. = 0.635, p = 0.043) when 

compared with Group 3. Results indicate that participants 

with a higher reliability score had better overall QoE on 

expressing their wishes in terms of trying the technology in 

real life one day, despite the visual quality they have tried in 

simulation. That might indicate that the awareness about the 

tasks that comprise the crowdsourcing process is as important 

as the quality of the application that they receive. 

The Self-Assessment Manikin scale showed significant 

statistical data when evaluated with the non-parametric 

Mann-Whitney U Test for independent variables                      

(U = 1338.5, Z = -2.023, p = 0.043) with higher dominance 

ratings for the high-poly group (M = 64.06) vs the low-poly 

one (M = 52.34). When compared with the RS groups, there 

were no statistically significant differences between          

group means as determined by one-way ANOVA        

(F(2,113) = 1.488, p = 0.230). However, a significant number 

of outliers in this category was detected in the low-poly    

group and can be observed in (b). It is possible to                    

spot that participants with a  higher  reliability  score  had  

consistent  dominance  values. 

 

 

Fig. 3- Training section and zoomed letters representing the 

minimum resolution requirements (1) and outside limits (2).  
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It is important to highlight a statistical significance on (c) 

(F(2, 113) = 3.411 with p = 0.036) in the association of the 

RS values with the number of times participants have tried 

the training video. Even though there is no association with 

the number of times participants tried out the training phase 

with the equation (1), there was a strong correlation with the 

statistical findings, which stands as positive evidence for the 

validity of the RS. It can be inferred from the results obtained 

that participants are likely to have a lower RS if they spend 

more time watching videos in the training section. That might 

represent the number of adjustments in resolution/video 

cache time because of device performance/network issues. 

The link between the quality-formation process and the 

perceptual references that are present in different levels of 

memory [22] can be noticed in (d) (Fig. 4). Questions like 

Q1: “Somehow I felt that the virtual world surrounded me” 

had higher mean ranks for people used to right-hand driving 

style (M = 66.09 vs M = 52.75) when evaluated with the 

Mann-Whitney U Test for independent variables (U = 

1209.5, Z = -2.493, p = 0.012). The same happened when 

participants were asked Q2: “What is your opinion about this 

statement: this simulation seems to be a reliable method for 

me to have an idea about how AV will go on real streets one 

day”, (U = 1270.5, Z = -2.298, p = 0.021, “Right-Hand” M = 

66.09, “Left-Hand” M 52.75) and Q3: “In my opinion, the 

Autonomous Vehicle (AV) during the simulation worked, in 

terms of performance” (U = 1276.5, Z = -2.124, p = 0.034). 

That indicates a tendence of higher acceptance over AV 

technologies when they are presented in familiar memory-

based concepts, highlighting the impact of human IFs.  

The same evidence can be observed when participants 

were asked to opine about if they “had the feeling the car was 

driving in the wrong-way on the two-way street” when 

compared with the group of participants that know the town, 

and those that do not. The clustered representation of the 

reliability groups show more consistent data and smaller error 

(at 0.95 confidence level) for Group 1 (Fig. 5). It is assumed 

from [23] that the memory-related HIFs alters the perception 

of  participants  that  are  used  to the right-hand driving style 
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(town streets represented in the simulation) instead of the left-

hand one (used in other countries, causing the feeling that the 

car in the simulation was driving in the wrong way). 

V. CONCLUSION 

Crowdsourcing research is challenging because of the 

number of uncontrolled variables that exist. However, it has 

proven to facilitate the access to an infinite number of people. 

When the evaluation involves quantities that depend on state, 

performance and context of multiple objects, the reliability of 

the research might get affected specially from a remote 

assessment perspective. Results indicate that participant’s 

performance is highly linked with the proposed individual RS 

scores, determined by System Influence Factors or SIFs 

(including user’s device resolution and computer 

performance) and Human Influence Factors or HIFs 

(including screening results, contradictions when answering 

the questionnaires, low interaction input in training section 

and long-term memory effects, mainly the perceptually 

referenced ones). It indicates that the development of metrics 

based on safety checks during the design of remotely-

delivered experiments can be used to filter out unreliable data 

from outliers, besides highlighting an influence of QoE on 

AV technology acceptance. Future work will investigate the 

results obtained in this paper with the laboratory approach on 

the same AV simulations, in order to validate the findings 

with objective metrics and exploit the effects of gender, age-

related differences and affinity with VR and real                     

AV technology in both traditional and crowdsourcing  means. 

In addition, immersion and cybersickness will be further 

analysed by delivering the experiment using HMDs and 

comparing results with the current data. 
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